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Abstract
Objective: Motor-related cortical potentials (MRCP) often compared separated muscle activations; however, MRCP
preceding combined contraction onsets and relaxation offsets of one consecutive motor task sequence remain to be
elucidated. Methods: Twelve healthy males (27.92±4.33 years, 181.83±7.15 cm, 84.58±7.15 kg) performed 40
submaximal isometric right-limb wrist flexions (i.e. motor task sequences). Each motor task sequence combined timed
contractions to and relaxations from distinct torque levels, i.e. 20% and 40% of maximum voluntary contractions (MVC).
Synchronized continuous EEG (32 Ag/AgCl-electrodes mounted over motor-related areas) and EMG (i.e. flexor carpi radialis,
FCR) recordings served to detect torque level-on/offsets for MRCP analyses. Results: Motor task sequences were accurately
maintained with participants’ mean values of FCR muscle activity revealing no signs of fatigue (p>0.05). Main findings
(i.e. readiness potential) were larger amplitudes over frontal electrode sites (p<0.05) preceding contractions compared
to relaxations, whereas amplitudes were larger (i.e. peak) over centro-parietal electrode sites (p<0.05) preceding 40%
compared to 20% MVC. Conclusion: When performed in one consecutive motor task sequence, controlling the production
as well as the releasing of force may require similar proprioceptive and visuo-motor processing preceding the same force
level (i.e. 20% or 40%); however, this is irrespective of the muscle activation type (i.e. contraction or relaxation).
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1. Introduction
Encoding motor behaviour results, at least in part,
from modulations in activities of central neuronal motor
areas. Motor-related cortical potentials (MRCP) describe
EEG-derived potentials preceding voluntary movements.
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A most prominent MRCP component is the readiness
potential (RP) setting in as a negative going slope,
observed 2 to 1 seconds prior to a voluntary movement
onset. Previous RP research on the consecutive sequences
of motor behaviour and its mechanisms investigated
the preparation1,2, initiation3,4, execution5,6 and control7
of a voluntary movement performance and, referred to
separated contractions or, less often, relaxations with
respect to an EMG-derived onset or offset.
With muscle contraction serving as the onset of a voluntary
movement performance, changes in RP have been reported
for different force levels. Larger RP amplitudes have been
associated with greater joint force8-12. Force estimation and
force production are of critical importance to control daily life
movement performances and sports-specific movements as
well13. Kern and colleagues14 report that daily life movement
1
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performances usually require 20% of a maximum voluntary
contraction (MVC). Oda and colleagues15 compared RP
preceding 10% or 50% MVC during controlled repetitive
isometric right-elbow flexions and suggested a greater
activation over premotor and primary motor areas for the
preparation of greater force production. Following a more
comprehensive approach, increasing MRCP amplitudes
with 10%, 35%, 60% and 85% MVC preceding isometric
elbow-flexion contractions have been reported to show larger
amplitudes in sensorimotor areas compared to supplementary
motor areas16. Siemionow and colleagues16 further concluded
that, if MRCP amplitudes depend on the force level, the
amplitude would be larger preceding 20% to 40% MVC
compared to 0% to 20% MVC, despite the same difference in
force production. In addition to distinct force levels, MRCP have
also been investigated preceding distinct contraction rates (i.e.
slow, intermediate, and fast16). There were strong correlations
between increasing MRCP amplitudes and increasing force
levels as well as increasing contraction rates, representing
central neuronal motor commands that scale the level of a
muscle activation. To the contrary, Wasaka and colleagues17
reported no significant differences in RP amplitudes between
20% and 50% MVC of self-initiated plantar flexions.
The recording of MRCP preceding muscle relaxations
have enabled a comparison to muscle contractions, further
elucidating central neuronal mechanisms18-20. Similar to a
muscle contraction, the muscle relaxation has been suggested
to also involve activity modulations in cerebral neuronal motor
areas, at least in supplementary motor areas18,21, premotor
areas21, and primary motor areas22. With the muscle relaxation
onset serving as an active part of a voluntary movement
performance, the RP occurring over primary motor areas when
preceding isotonic muscle relaxation performances (i.e. passive
flexions) has been reported to be remarkably similar to the
RP associated with muscle contractions18,20. On the contrary,
Rothwell and colleagues19 suggested smaller RP amplitudes
occurring in primary motor areas preceding muscle relaxations
of non-movement performances (i.e. isometric). Thus, Pope
and colleagues23 directly compared muscle contractions to
muscle relaxations in both, isotonic and isometric tasks and
found larger RP amplitudes preceding muscle contractions
compared to muscle relaxations in isometric tasks; however,
RP amplitudes preceding isotonic tasks were shown similar
between contraction and relaxation. It is therefore suggested
that isotonic compared to isometric performances require
active processes for muscle relaxation in motor-related
areas19,23. Additionally, smaller MRCP amplitudes preceding
muscle relaxations compared to muscle contractions of selfinitiated voluntary movements19 are considered to reflect
movement preparation processing3. According to healthy
participants, participants with neurological movement
disorders (i.e. patients with dystonia) show even smaller
MRCP preceding muscle relaxations compared to muscle
contractions indicating functional degenerations of voluntary
movement performances, particularly in inhibitory circuits20.
Further, larger RP preceding isotonic muscle relaxation have
been related to proprioceptive feedback23. Therefore, the
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neural mechanisms of muscle relaxations are dependent
upon isotonic or isometric performances. However, it seems
important to note that these mechanisms are based upon
research comparing muscle contractions to muscle relaxations
in two separated tasks. With each relaxation having to follow
a contraction, even in separated tasks, there is a necessity to
conduct a contraction-relaxation sequence in one consecutive
task.
Daily life movement performances as well as sports-specific
movement techniques, however, require combined and more
complex voluntary movements other than separated muscle
contractions or relaxations. With this, it has been suggested
to detect RP during sports-specific movements24,25 that
combine contractions and relaxations in one consecutive
motor task sequence. Vogt and colleagues2 have shown
that technological developments allow the recording of RP
during sports-specific movement techniques and, thus,
rather complex motor task sequences. However, it is further
suggested to investigate RP according to its characteristics
that control complex motor task sequences, e.g. its central
neuronal motor behavioural processes of consecutive
contracting and relaxing muscle activation onsets2. This in
mind, well discussed physiological and behavioural factors
that influence RP preceding separated voluntary movement
performances were discussed4,5,26. However, these factors
may be complemented when combined in one consecutive
motor task sequence (i.e. more complex movement7) taking
predefined motor-related areas into account2,3: frontal
electrode sites over premotor areas (e.g. plan, prepare),
central electrode sites over primary motor areas (e.g. initiate,
execute), centro-parietal electrode sites over somatosensory
areas (e.g. control, proprioception), and posterior-parietal
electrode sites (e.g. visuo-motor processing).
Based on the afore introduced reports on MRCP
preceding either a contraction or a relaxation obtained
from two separated motor tasks, the aim of this study was
to investigate MRCP preceding a combined contraction and
relaxation within one consecutive motor task sequence.
Therefore, this study investigated RP at electrode sites
over motor- and sensorimotor-related areas preceding
contraction or relaxation onsets of isometric dominant-hand
(i.e. right) wrist flexions performed in one consecutive motor
task sequence at distinct torques (i.e. 20%, 40% MVC).
Supporting previous results from separated contracting
or relaxing isometric motor tasks, it is hypothesized that
(1) RP amplitudes are larger when preceding contractions
compared to relaxations, particularly over frontal electrode
sites. Further, (2) larger RP amplitudes are hypothesized
when preceding higher compared to lower force levels,
particularly over centro-parietal electrode sites.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Participants
Twelve healthy, right-handed males (27.92±4.33 years,
181.83±7.15 cm, 84.58±7.15 kg) volunteered to participate
2
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Figure 1. Schematic view of the experimental protocol including two initial and tow closing maximum voluntary contractions (MVC)
as well as 40 motor task sequences (A). With approximately 20 seconds rest between motor task sequences, a motor task sequence
contained contractions (20%in, 40%in) and relaxations (40%out, 20%out) at distinct torques, hold for 3 seconds each (B).

in this study. Participants were injury-free with no known
history of neuromuscular or skeletal disorders and considered
themselves as recreationally active. Each participant gave
written informed consent. Experimental procedures were
approved by the German Sport University Human Research
Ethics Committee and were conducted in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki.
2.2. Experimental procedure
A familiarization was completed during which participants
rehearsed performing controlled submaximal isometric
motor task sequences. Each motor task sequence combined
consecutive wrist-flexion contractions to as well as relaxations
from a distinct torque level. Motor task sequences were
predefined with torque levels from 20%in (a rapid contraction
from full relaxation to 20% of maximal voluntary torque,
MVT) up to 40%in (a rapid contraction from 20% to 40%
MVT), down to 40%out (a rapid relaxation from 40% to 20%
MVT), and down to 20%out (a rapid relaxation from 20%
MVT to full relaxation. To be able to re-reference (see 2.3.2)
the baseline within each consecutively performed motor task
sequence, each torque level was hold for approximately 3
http://www.ismni.org

seconds before continuing with a contraction/relaxation to
the next torque level and subsequently finishing one motor
task sequence (Figures 1 and 2).
Attending one experimental trial, participants were
seated and strapped into a dynamometer to determine MVT
(see 2.3.3). Subsequently, participants remained seated to
perform 4 sets of 10 motor task sequences (total 40) with
approximately 20 seconds rest between each motor task
sequence15,16. Electromyography (EMG), EEG and torque were
synchronised and measured continuously during each motor
task sequence. Real-time visual feedback of torque was
presented on a screen at good sight approximately 1 meter
in front of the participant. Screens were scaled to serve as an
orientation to approximately meet the instructed 3-second
timings at each torque level; participants were asked to avoid
‘silent counting’. All motor task sequences were performed
with the participant’s dominant right hand.
2.3. Data collection
2.3.1. EEG recordings
A portable actiCAP system and Brain Vision Recorder
1.20 (Brain Products GmbH, Germany) recorded EEG at a
3
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Figure 2. Displayed are mean performances (black line) ± standard deviation (grey) from -2 to 2 second (s) of the prescribed motor task
sequences based upon torque onsets and offsets (each at 0 seconds) and including flexor carpi radialis (FCR) and extensor carpi radialis
(ECR) EMG with the respective muscle contracting (20%in, 40%in) or relaxing (40%out, 20%out) activation.

sampling rate of 1000 Hz. To improve signal transduction,
32 actiCAP-attached Ag/AgCl-electrodes were filled with
SuperViscTM electrode gel (EasyCap GmbH, Herrsching,
Germany), head-mounted according to the international
10/20 system27: Fp1, Fp2, F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8, FC5, FC1, FC2,
FC6, T7, C3, Cz, C4, T8, CPz, CP5, CP1, CP2, CP6, P7, P3,
Pz, P4, P8, PO9, O1, Oz and O2. Ground (FCz) and reference
(AFz) electrodes were added, whereas PO10 served as right
horizontal electrooculorgram (EOG, mounted next to the
participants’ right eye) to detect lateral eye movements2. The
actiCAP adapted to individual head size and was permeable
http://www.ismni.org

to air to avoid heating; although not measured, perspiration
of participants could not be observed. In addition, electrodes
were distant 25 mm to avoid salt bridge-induced cross-talk.
Analogue EEG recordings were amplified and converted to
digital signals for analyses. Synchronised torque recordings
served to detect motor task sequence-onsets (refer to 2.3.3).
2.3.2. RP analysis
Converted EEG data were analysed using Brain Vision
Analyser 2.1 (Brain Products GmbH, Germany). Following
4
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Figure 3. Displayed are mean readiness potential (RP) peaks (µV) with confidence intervals at distinct torques, i.e. 20% (dashed lines in
grand averages) and 40% (continuous lines in grand averages), preceding contraction (in; black in grand averages) or relaxation onsets
(out; grey in grand averages) of one continuous motor task sequence over PMC (premotor cortex electrode sites), M1 (primary motor
cortex electrode sites), SSC (somatosensory cortex electrode sites), and PPC (posterior-parietal cortex electrode sites). The levels of
significance are marked by asterisks (* p<.05, ** p<.01), each referenced with annotations respectively.

initial visual inspections for manual artifact rejections,
electrode sites exceeding 10kØ were topographically
interpolated to counteract extensive data exclusion28,29.
Low- and high-cut off filtering remained a frequency range
from 0.03 to 10.0 Hz (time constant 5.305165 s) for MRCP
analyses2. Standard ocular corrections with reference to EOG
recordings were applied30. According to movement onsets at
distinct torques (refer to 2.3.4), each motor task sequence
was segmented from -3000 to 500 ms, baseline corrected
from -3000 to -2000 ms in each torque level respectively
(i.e. re-referenced) and averaged (mean minimum trials for
20%in n=22, 40%in n=23, 40%out n=23, 20%out n=23).
Grand averages were performed to identify MRCP (Figure 3).
Subsequently, RP peaks of pooled electrode sites according
to relevant predefined motor and sensorimotor areas3 were
exported for statistical computations2: frontal electrode sites
over the premotor cortex (PMC: F3, Fz, F4, FC1, FC2), central
electrode sites over the primary motor cortex (M1: C3, Cz,
C4), centro-parietal electrodes sites over the somatosensory
cortex (SSC: CP1, CP2) and posterior-parietal electrodes
sites over the posterior-parietal cortex (PPC: P3, Pz, P4).

20 seconds rest in between prior to the motor task sequences
and immediately afterwards to confirm that there were no
possible fatiguing effects. Participants were instructed to
exert maximum effort of wrist-flexion torque continuously
for approximately 3 seconds with visual feedback and
verbal encouragement. MVT was determined as mean of
the two MVC peaks. Subsequently, participants rested for
approximately 15 minutes allowing to mount the EEG cap
and verify EEG signals before performing 40 consecutive
submaximal isometric motor task sequences (see 2.2; Figure
1). All motor task sequences and MVC were performed on a
dynamometer (IsoMed 2000, D&R GmbH, Germany).
Surface EMG was recorded at 1000 Hz from right FCR (i.e.
agonist) and right extensor carpi radialis muscle (ECR; i.e.
antagonist) using an A/D converter system (Brain Products
GmbH, Germany2). Following shaving, gentle abrasion and
cleansing with ethanol of the respective skin areas, Ag/AgCl
electrodes (1 cm diameter) were disposed over the respective
superficial muscle bellies with an interelectrode distance
of approximately 2 cm. After mounting, interelectrode
impedances and EMG signals were visually verified.

2.3.3. EMG and torque recordings

2.3.4. EMG and torque analyses

Following warm-up procedures of submaximal continuous
isometric contractions and relaxations of the flexor carpi
radialis muscle (FCR), participants performed two MVC with

To determine torque onsets of each contraction and
relaxation performance (20%in, 40%in, 40%out and
20%out), experimenters visually identified triggered
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changes in torque referring to the synchronised recordings.
Then, for each trial, EMG activity of each muscle (i.e. FCR,
ECR) was rectified and calculated over a period from -1 to
1 second based upon torque onset and offset. Mean EMG
values were normalized according to MVC and subsequently,
EMG values were averaged over all participants (Figure 2).
2.4. Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses were performed using Statistica 7.1
(StatSoft Inc., Tulsa, USA).
Repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) were
computed to display motor task sequence-induced changes
(i.e. at torques 20%in, 40%in, 40%out, 20%out) for RP
peak over distinct motor areas (i.e. PMC, M1, SSC, and PPC).
Data from one participant included a high-amplitude noise
component in the recorded EEG signals during almost all
performed motor task sequences and had to be excluded,
remaining a sample size of n=11 for analyses (i.e. EEG
mappings, EMG).
To confirm absence of fatiguing, a paired t-test was
performed comparing mean values of the initial and
closing MVC.
Data in the figures are presented as mean ± confidence
intervals (CI; 95%), in the text and tables as mean ± standard
deviation (SD). The level of significance was set at p<.05.

3. Results
3.1. EMG and torque activity
Participants were able to accurately maintain the
prescribed motor task sequences, according to torque
outputs and the steadiness of muscle contraction and
relaxation of FCR, referenced to ECR (Fig. 2).
Mean values of initially performed MVC revealed no
differences compared to closing MVC (p=.22; pre 22.23 ±
4.52 Nm vs. post 21.24 ± 4.68 Nm).
3.2. RP peak
RP peak showed significant interactions for PMC (F(3, 24)=
3.57, p<.05), M1 (F(3, 24)=3.07, p<.05), and SSC (F(3, 24)=3.52,
p<.05); however, there was no interaction for PPC (F(3, 24)=2.49,
p=.08, Figure 3).
For PMC, post-hoc tests revealed larger RP peaks (i.e.
increased negativity) from 20%in to 40%out and to
20%out. For M1, post-hoc tests revealed larger RP peaks (i.e.
increased negativity) from 20%in to 40%out as well as from
40%in to 40%out. For SSC, post-hoc tests revealed larger
RP peaks (increased negativity) from 40%in to 20%out as
well as from 40%out to 20%out.

4. Discussion
This study aimed to investigate RP over task-relevant
motor areas preceding contraction and relaxation onsets
that are performed in one consecutive motor task sequence
http://www.ismni.org

using controlled right-handed isometric wrist flexions at
distinct torques (i.e. 20%, 40% MVC). Main findings were:
1) larger RP amplitudes over motor-related areas preceding
contractions compared to relaxations and 2) larger peaking
RP amplitudes over sensorimotor-related areas preceding
higher (40%in, 40%out) compared to lower (20%in,
20%out) force levels.
According to the present study’s first hypothesis, larger RP
amplitudes preceded contractions compared to relaxations.
This was clearly shown at electrode sites over PMC and M1
and supports Pope and colleagues23 to reflect a greater
muscle activation in preparation of a contracting compared
to a relaxing isometric force production. Additionally, these
findings are in line with Rothwell and colleagues19 reporting
smaller RP amplitudes to precede isometric muscle
relaxations, most pronounced over primary motor areas.
However, increasing the force level either during contraction
to produce greater force (i.e. from 20%in to 40%in) or
during relaxation to actively release from a greater force (i.e.
from 40%out to 20%out) did not influence RP amplitudes
in the present study. This, at least in part, contradicts
Siemionow and colleagues16 who found larger RP amplitudes
over sensorimotor areas relative to greater force levels;
however, they compared separated motor tasks following
a more comprehensive approach including an extensive
range of force production (i.e. up to 85% MVC) at different
contraction rates. Performing similar force levels (i.e. 20%
and 50% MVC) in, more importantly, motor task sequential
activities, Wasaka and colleagues17 reported no differences
in RP amplitudes preceding contracting muscle activations
according to force levels. Following this line of thought,
central neuronal motor behavioural processes preceding
a muscle activation require greater cortical excitability for
isometric contractions not only in separated motor tasks3,4,26
but also when combined with relaxations performed in one
consecutive motor task sequence. It seems reasonable that
this results in similar premotor and primary motor central
neuronal patterns that may reflect a greater relevance for the
type of the muscle activation (i.e. contraction or relaxation)
other than its relation to the produced and estimated
force level (i.e. 20% or 40% MVC). This would be, at least,
related to central neuronal motor behavioural processes of
planning, preparing, initiating and executing a contraction.
However, in one consecutive motor task sequence these
central neuronal motor behavioural patterns seem to change
given its functional focus, i.e. with respect to controlling,
proprioception and visuo-motor processing.
According to the present study’s second hypothesis, larger
RP amplitudes preceded higher (i.e. 40% MVC) compared
to lower (i.e. 20% MVC) force levels for both contractions
and relaxations. In contrast to electrode sites over motorrelated areas, this was clearly shown at electrode sites
over somatosensory areas, reflecting performance control,
proprioception and visuo-motor processing. Previous
research suggested remarkably similar RP amplitudes over
central neuronal motor areas for both contractions and
relaxations18,20,31. Additionally, Pope and colleagues23 related
6
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larger RP amplitudes preceding relaxation to proprioceptive
feedback; however, again comparing separated motor tasks.
This and the functional focus of central motor behavioural
processes relevant for the respective motor-task during
one motor task sequence in mind, it seems reasonable that
controlling the production of force from one to another
distinct torque (e.g. contractions from 20%in to 40%in) as
well as the releasing of force from one to another distinct
torque (e.g. relaxation from 40%out to 20%out) requires
similar proprioceptive as well as visuo-motor processing
that result in similar RP amplitudes preceding the same force
level but irrespective of different types of muscle activity (i.e.
contraction or relaxation).

force production, which is reflected by larger RP amplitudes
at electrode sites over sensorimotor areas preceding higher
compared to lower force levels; however, more intense force
levels (e.g. 60% or 80% of MVC) need further investigation.
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4.1. Limitations
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